Aimed at the problem of obstacle detection in farmland, the research proposed to adopt the method of farmland information acquisition based on unmanned aerial vehicle landmark image, and improved the method of extracting obstacle boundary based on standard correlation coefficient template matching and assessed the influence of different image resolutions on the precision of obstacle extraction. Analyzing the RGB image of farmland acquired by unmanned aerial vehicle remote sensing technology, this research got the following results. Firstly, we applied a method automatically registering coordinates, and the average deviations on the X and Y direction were 4.6 cm and 12.0 cm respectively, while the average deviations manually by ArcGIS were 4.6 cm and 5.7 cm. Secondly, with an improvement on the step of the traditional correlation coefficient template matching, we reduced the time of template matching from 12.2 s to 4.6 s. The average deviation between edge length of obstacles calculated by corner points extracted by the algorithm and that by actual measurement was 4.0 cm. Lastly, by compressing the original image on a different ratio, when the pixel reached 735 × 2174 (the image resolution reached 6 cm), the obstacle boundary was extracted based on correlation coefficient template matching, the average deviations of boundary points I of six obstacles on the X and Y were respectively 0.87 and 0.95 cm, and the whole process of detection took about 3.1 s. To sum up, it can be concluded that the algorithm of automatically registered coordinates and of automatically extracted obstacle boundary, which were designed in this research, can be applied to the establishment of a basic information collection system for navigation in future study. The best image pixel of obstacle boundary detection proposed after integrating the detection precision and detection time can be the theoretical basis for deciding the unmanned aerial vehicle remote sensing image resolution.
Introduction
The obstacle detection method in the road can be divided into ultrasonic technology, machine vision technology and laser radar technology according to the sensor [1] . The machine vision technology refers to the fact that the vision sensor is used to acquire the image of the vehicle on the way in place of human eyes, then it processes the image by means of methods, including color threshold value division, edge detection and stereoscopic matching and gets relevant information of the obstacle [2] [3] [4] [5] . This method is cheap, easy to operate and has no influence on the surrounding environment. However, the following two problems would arise when this method is applied to the obstacle detection in farmland. Firstly, part of or the whole obstacle would be hidden in the crop when the farmland achieve registering of coordinates of unmanned aerial vehicle remote sensing image and the process of obstacle boundary extraction. Meanwhile, to plan routes for navigation using the information extracted from the remote sensing image, it is necessary to design an algorithm to automatically realize the process mentioned above. Template matching is an effective pattern recognition technology, which can directly reflect similarity between the image and the pattern, and thereby find the target in the image and determine its coordinate position [12] . As it is accurate, strong in noise immunity and easy to realize, it has managed to be applied in target detection. Kherchaoui used human face features to establish the pattern and match, accomplishing human face detection [13] . Zhe proposed a manuscript number recognition method based on pattern matching and artificial neural network, whose recognition accuracy of number 0 to 9 reached 99.6% [14] . Cheng proposed a target location method of mixed pattern matching and threshold division, which utilized pattern matching method to realize coarse position of target detection and then to realize fine position by threshold division [15, 16] . In recent years, the research points at home and abroad have always been how to increase calculation speed of pattern matching, but few scholars have extended the application of the method. The detection of static obstacle in the image acquired by unmanned aerial vehicle remote sensing is generally proceeded before the agricultural machinery. The method of pattern matching is exactly applicable when the precision is relatively strictly required while the requirement of real-time is relatively low.
This research used unmanned aerial vehicle remote sensing technology to firstly acquire an image of target farmland. Section 1 introduces the background and research that has been done. Section 2 explains the materials like remote sensing platform and photography equipment and methods including affine transformation algorithm and template matching. Section 3 shows the image processing results based on ArcGIS, results of coordinate registration based on algorithm, results of obstacle boundary extraction based on improved template matching method and finally the effect of image resolution on the extraction of obstacle boundary where the minimum image pixel which can be applied into Sensors 2019, 19 , 4431 3 of 13 obstacle boundary extraction was analyzed. Section 4 makes a conclusion that the coordinate automatic matching and obstacle boundary automatic extraction algorithm designed in this study can be used to build a basic information acquisition system for navigation in the future, which lays a foundation for the development of path planning and obstacle avoidance functions.
Materials and Methods

Remote Sensing Platform and Photography Equipment
The ultra-low altitude remote sensing platform used in this study is an eight-rotor UAV independently developed by Zhejiang University [17] . Its physical chart is shown in Figure 1a , and the specific performance is shown in Table 1 .
The ultra-low altitude remote sensing platform used in this study is an eight-rotor UAV independently developed by Zhejiang University [17] . Its physical chart is shown in Figure 1a , and the specific performance is shown in Table 1 . Considering the weight and the pixel, we choose Sony A7RII full-range micro-single camera (as shown in Figure 1b ) on the platform. The camera can take about 300 still pictures with its battery. The camera lens is Sony E-mount lens, which can focus automatically or manually. 
Layout of Experimental Environment and Acquisition of Data
The aerial image of the test field was collected in the field in the west of the campus on the morning of December 13, 2018. The weather was clear and the wind speed was low on that day. The layout of experimental environment is shown in Figure 2 , in which the size of aluminum block is 20 cm × 20 cm × 5 cm and the thickness and radius of navigation landmark's umbrella shaped surface is 3 mm and 6 cm.
After the experimental environment was set, the longitude and latitude coordinates of the 0-26 center point of the landmark need to be measured by the C94 M8P module of RTK satellite positioning system. The measuring time at each point was 10 s. Five data values were obtained per second. Finally, the average values of 50 measured values at each point were summarized.
After the latitude and longitude coordinates were measured, the RGB image of the experimental plot was taken by UAV. The interval of UAV photography was set to 1 s and 104 aerial photographs Considering the weight and the pixel, we choose Sony A7RII full-range micro-single camera (as shown in Figure 1b ) on the platform. The camera can take about 300 still pictures with its battery. The camera lens is Sony E-mount lens, which can focus automatically or manually.
After the latitude and longitude coordinates were measured, the RGB image of the experimental plot was taken by UAV. The interval of UAV photography was set to 1 s and 104 aerial photographs were acquired in the whole process. It is necessary to use image mosaic technology to synthesize a complete image for the next analysis process. This research was completed by software Agisoft were acquired in the whole process. It is necessary to use image mosaic technology to synthesize a complete image for the next analysis process. This research was completed by software Agisoft Photoscan 1.2.6. The RGB image obtained by stitching a series of original photographic images was stored in TIF format with a size of 448 M, and the resolution of the image was about 1 cm. It can be read directly by ArcGIS software for subsequent operation. 
Affine Transformation Algorithm
Assuming that XOY is a Cartesian coordinate system, xo'y is a physical coordinate system, the intersection angle between two coordinate systems is α, the transverse distance between the coordinate origin o' and O is and the longitudinal translation distance is . The scale of the physical coordinate system (i.e., the scale of the pictures taken in this study) is and 。 According to the principle of graphics, the coordinate transformation formula is as follows:
In formula,
Assuming that and present the coordinate difference between control points and the transformation value according to the formula individually.
According to the principle of least square method, two sets of equations can be obtained by taking the sum and minimum of the squares of and as follows. 
Assuming that XOY is a Cartesian coordinate system, xo'y is a physical coordinate system, the intersection angle between two coordinate systems is α, the transverse distance between the coordinate origin o' and O is A 0 and the longitudinal translation distance is B 0 . The scale of the physical coordinate system (i.e., the scale of the pictures taken in this study) is m x and m x . According to the principle of graphics, the coordinate transformation formula is as follows:
Assuming that Q x and Q y present the coordinate difference between control points and the transformation value according to the formula individually.
According to the principle of least square method, two sets of equations can be obtained by taking the sum and minimum of the squares of Q x and Q y as follows. 
The coefficients can be obtained by solving Equations (5) and (6), so the transformation of whole graph can be determined.
Template Matching
(1) Standard correlation coefficient matching Template matching algorithm can be realized through the function "matchTemplate" in OpenCV. According to the different matching values, there are six commonly used methods: square difference matching, standard square difference matching, correlation matching, correlation coefficient matching and standard correlation coefficient matching. From simple (square difference matching) to complex (correlation coefficient matching), the more accurate matching results can be obtained, the longer calculation time it takes. In order to obtain higher detection accuracy (according to the official document in OpenCV), the standard correlation coefficient matching method was used in this research.
Using correlation coefficient to measure the similarity between two vectors. Assuming that the target template is a 5 × 5 image, it can be regarded as a 25-dimensional vector, and each dimension is the gray value of a pixel point. Comparing this vector with each sub-region in the image, the process of finding out the sub-region with the largest standard correlation coefficient is standard correlation coefficient matching, as shown in Equation (7):
where g(x, y) is the image gray function, (i, j) is the center pixel coordinates of the target window, g (x, y) is the template gray function, and (i + r, j + c) is the center pixel coordinates of the search window. With g = 1 mn m i=1 n j=1 g i,j , g = 1 mn m i=1 n j=1 g i+r,j+c , we can get Equation (8):
With using template as the search window, the correlation coefficients of the original image are matched according to the fixed step size (usually 1 pixel). The closer the result is to 1, the higher the similarity between the region and the template is.
(2) Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) descriptor matching SIFT [18] features are invariant to rotation, scale scaling, brightness and so on. It is very stable for features extraction and mainly composed of the following four steps: a. Extremum detection in Difference of Gauss (DOG) scale space: First, constructing DOG scale space, and using Gauss ambiguity of different parameters to express different scale spaces in SIFT. The construction scale space is used to detect the feature points that exist at different scales.
b. Delete unstable extreme points. Two main types are deleted: low contrast extremum points and unstable edge response points.
c. Determine the main direction of feature points. The magnitude of the gradient of each pixel are calculated in the field with the feature point as the center and the radius of 3 × 1.5, and then the magnitude of the gradient is counted by histogram. The horizontal axis of the histogram is the direction of the gradient, and the vertical axis is the cumulative value of the gradient magnitude corresponding to the gradient direction. The direction corresponding to the highest peak in the histogram is the direction of the feature.
d. Generate descriptors of feature points. Firstly, the coordinate axis is rotated as the direction of the feature points, and the gradient magnitude and direction of the pixels in the 16 × 16 window centered on the feature points are divided into 16 blocks, each of which is the histogram statistics of eight directions in its pixels. A total of 128-dimensional feature vectors can be formed.
After getting the key points of the two images, we could match those feature points by calculating their distances. And the size and average distance of the top 10 key-points were used in the matching method.
The score represents the matching degree between the obstacle image and the UAV image; we could find the best matched area on the UAV image which contains the object similar to the obstacle image.
Results and Discussion
Image Processing Results Based on ArcGIS
Firstly, coordinate registration was performed on the remote sensing image obtained. The essence of coordinate registration was to establish the transformational relation between user coordinates and physical coordinates. The registration process was implemented by the tool of Georeferencing in ArcGIS, and the control points needed to be manually selected.
In this study, a total of four control points (the centers of the landmarks) were set. When using ArcGIS for matching coordinates, the coordinate system of the control points that had been input would default to Cartesian coordinates. If the latitude and longitude coordinates were directly input, a large error might occur. Map projection should be conducted before the registration. Gauss-Krüger Projection is generally used in geographic information system in Hangzhou, China [19] because Hangzhou's low latitude and Gauss-Krüger Projection's high accuracy.
The latitude and longitude coordinate of the control points was shown in Table 2 , where L and B represented the longitude and latitude of the control points, respectively. The X and Y after the coordinate transformation represented the abscissa and ordinate in the plane coordinate, respectively. Since the unit of the plane coordinate was meter, the three digits after the decimal point were taken. The serial numbers correspond to those in Figure 2 . Another eight marker points different from the four points of registration were selected to obtain the geographical coordinates (X,Y), and the actual coordinates (X',Y') was obtained by the Gauss-Krüger Projection, as shown in Table 3 .
It can be analyzed from Table 4 that the maximum deviation in the X direction between the geographical coordinate converted from the eight mark points registration map and the geographical coordinate converted from the actual latitude and longitude was 9.7 cm, and the average deviation was 4.6 cm; the maximum deviation in the Y direction between the two was 13.7 cm, and the average deviation was 5.7 cm. There are two reasons for the deviations: (1) There was a certain deviation of the latitude and longitude between actual coordinates and measured coordinates b, including the positioning deviation of the C94 M8P module itself, and the deviation between the mobile station position and the actual center point of the obstacle;
(2) During the registration process and the accuracy inspection process, the center of the marker was judged by the naked eye of the tester. Although the accuracy was high, a certain error still occurred.
In this research, the water-storage wells along the farmland were used as the obstacles (as shown in Figure 3 ), and the corner points of the obstacles were manually extracted on the ArcGIS-registered images. The plane coordinate (X,Y) was obtained from the registration with the unit of m, which is the information of the position of the obstacle boundary. This was shown in Table 4 . Table 3 . Accuracy analysis of ArcGIS registration results.
Number
Geographic Coordinates 
Results of Obstacle Boundary Extraction Based on Improved Template Matching Method
Based on the traditional method of standard correlation coefficient template matching, this research improved the algorithm according to the specific experimental conditions. The original image size was 4408 × 13,047, so it would take a lot of time if the search was done using the step length of one pixel each time. Thus, using the rough matching method to determine the approximate 
Based on the traditional method of standard correlation coefficient template matching, this research improved the algorithm according to the specific experimental conditions. The original image size was 4408 × 13,047, so it would take a lot of time if the search was done using the step length of one pixel each time. Thus, using the rough matching method to determine the approximate position of the obstacle was considered. In this research, the original image was searched in steps of ten pixels, and six regions of interest containing obstacles were obtained. The image coordinates of each region in the original image coordinate system were recorded separately. Then the accurate matching method to search for six regions of interest in steps of one pixel was used to obtain the boundary of the six obstacles, and the image coordinates in the respective regions were recorded. Finally, the obstacle boundary in the original image was marked by coordinate transformation to obtain the specific information about the position. The time required for the improved standard correlation coefficient algorithm matching was reduced from 12.2 s to 4.6 s. The specific process is shown in Figure 4 . 
Based on the traditional method of standard correlation coefficient template matching, this research improved the algorithm according to the specific experimental conditions. The original image size was 4408 × 13,047, so it would take a lot of time if the search was done using the step length of one pixel each time. Thus, using the rough matching method to determine the approximate position of the obstacle was considered. In this research, the original image was searched in steps of ten pixels, and six regions of interest containing obstacles were obtained. The image coordinates of each region in the original image coordinate system were recorded separately. Then the accurate matching method to search for six regions of interest in steps of one pixel was used to obtain the boundary of the six obstacles, and the image coordinates in the respective regions were recorded. Finally, the obstacle boundary in the original image was marked by coordinate transformation to obtain the specific information about the position. The time required for the improved standard correlation coefficient algorithm matching was reduced from 12.2 s to 4.6 s. The specific process is shown in Figure 4 . Besides standard correlation coefficient template matching, we tried a matching method based on SIFT descriptor for rough matching on Figure 4 . The matching results are shown in Figure 5 . Since the SIFT matching will match the whole image and there are many other objects in the origin image, we travelled through the origin image with a window, and we calculated the scores between this Besides standard correlation coefficient template matching, we tried a matching method based on SIFT descriptor for rough matching on Figure 4 . The matching results are shown in Figure 5 . Since the SIFT matching will match the whole image and there are many other objects in the origin image, we travelled through the origin image with a window, and we calculated the scores between this window and the obstacle image, then we found the window that got the highest score (the green one) on the Figure 5 . Thus, we could get the approximate position of the obstacle on the origin image. window and the obstacle image, then we found the window that got the highest score (the green one) on the Figure 5 . Thus, we could get the approximate position of the obstacle on the origin image. The matching method based on SIFT showed a more stable matching result and required less input, but this method consumes too much time (ten times or more) compared with standard correlation coefficient template matching. Since these two matching methods were used for a rough matching, the accuracy of this method would not be affected as long as the obstacles were found correctly. So, we chose standard correlation coefficient template matching method to complete the The matching method based on SIFT showed a more stable matching result and required less input, but this method consumes too much time (ten times or more) compared with standard correlation coefficient template matching. Since these two matching methods were used for a rough matching, the accuracy of this method would not be affected as long as the obstacles were found correctly. So, we chose standard correlation coefficient template matching method to complete the following analysis in this experiment.
The extraction results based on standard correlation coefficient template matching method were shown in Table 5 . In order to compare the accuracy of the two methods for the extraction of obstacle boundary, we selected one side of the obstacle (the straight-line distance from point I to point IV in Figure 3 ) as the research object, and compared the corner coordinates of the obstacles obtained by the two methods with the actual measured results respectively. The results were shown in Table 6 . It can be concluded from Table 6 that the maximum deviation of the side length of the obstacle based on ArcGIS and the actual measured length was 9.6 cm, the minimum was 0 cm, and the average deviation was 4.7 cm. The maximum deviation of the side length of the obstacle based on template matching method and the actual measured length was 6.3 cm, the minimum was 1.1 cm, and the average deviation was 4.0 cm. Thus, the difference of the average deviation between the two methods was 0.7 cm, which was quite small. Therefore, it can be concluded that the template matching method for UAV remote sensing image to extract the obstacle boundary is more accurate and can be used in the obstacle avoidance module of the automatic navigation system.
Results of Coordinate Registration Based on Algorithm
The image processing of coordinate registration was achieved by C++ and OpenCV function library in VS environment. The specific steps were as follows:
(1) Get region of obstacles (ROI). As explained in Section 3.2, we use a template matching method to get an ROI of obstacles.
(2) Obtain the image coordinate of the registration marker. The specific flow was shown in Figure 5 , wherein the method of extracting the center was to calculate the center of gravity of the white portion in the binary image. The pixel of the extracted center point was the image coordinate of the registration point, and the geographical coordinate of the registration point was obtained by Gauss-Krüger's positive calculation of the measured latitude and longitude coordinate.
(3) Calculate the affine transformation coefficients with four configuration fiducial points. The specific formulas were shown in Equations (1)- (6) .
(4) Calculate the transformation of all image coordinates to geographic coordinates X, Y using the obtained parameters.
After the completion of registration, the same eight mark points as in Table 4 were selected to verify the matching accuracy. The results are shown in Table 7 . It can be seen from Table 7 that the maximum deviation in the X direction between the geographical coordinate converted from the eight mark points registration map and the geographical coordinate converted by the actual latitude and longitude was 9.2 cm, and the average deviation was 4.6 cm; the maximum deviation in the Y direction between the two was 24.3 cm, and the average deviation was 12.0 cm. Compared with the results in Table 7 , the accuracy of the registration results in the X direction was similar (the average deviation was 4.6 cm), but the accuracy of the automatic registration in the Y direction was not as good. The reason might be that the smear in UAV imaging led to the inconsistency between the image of the marker and the actual shape, especially in the Y direction. This caused a large deviation in the center extraction by the algorithm, thus the algorithm needed further improvement. However, compared with the manual registration of ArcGIS, the automatic registration using the algorithm was more time-saving and labor-saving, and was more suitable for automatic route planning in automatic navigation. 
Effect of Image Resolution on the Extraction of Obstacle Boundary
In this research, the resolution of the original image was 4408 × 13,047 pixels. With such resolution, the image processing speed was relatively slow. Even though the improved template matching algorithm was used, the time required to extract the boundary was still greater than 2 s, which could affect the real-time information acquisition. When the resolution of the image is reduced, it is obvious that the processing time of the image will be shortened. However, the accuracy of detecting the obstacle boundary will also be lowered. Thus, the influence of the image resolution on the results will be discussed in this section.
The original image was compressed in OpenCV, and the ratios were 1/2, 1/4, 1/6, 1/8, 1/10, 1/12, respectively. Then the correlation coefficient template matching was applied to the extraction of the obstacle boundary in the image with reduced pixels after compression. The observation showed that when the resolution was reduced to 1/12, although the naked eye could clearly identify the obstacles in the image, the error rate of the obstacles extracted by the algorithm reached 50%. Therefore, we only recorded the time taken to process the image with the first five ratios and obtained the pixel coordinates of the midpoint I in the boundary, before comparing them with the original image. The results were shown in Figure 6 and Table 8 .
obstacle boundary in the image with reduced pixels after compression. The observation showed that when the resolution was reduced to 1/12, although the naked eye could clearly identify the obstacles in the image, the error rate of the obstacles extracted by the algorithm reached 50%. Therefore, we only recorded the time taken to process the image with the first five ratios and obtained the pixel coordinates of the midpoint I in the boundary, before comparing them with the original image. The results were shown in Figure 6 and Table 8 . It can be analyzed from the Figure 7 and Table 8 that as the image pixels were reduced, the time required for image processing was greatly reduced. When the pixel was 1/10 of the original one, the It can be analyzed from the Figure 7 and Table 8 that as the image pixels were reduced, the time required for image processing was greatly reduced. When the pixel was 1/10 of the original one, the time to extract the boundaries of the six obstacles was only 2.6 s. However, the accuracy of the extraction results also decreased with the decrease of the pixel. This research took the boundary of the obstacle extracted from the original image as the standard. When reduced by 1/2, the average deviations of the point I of the six obstacles in the X and Y directions were only 0.22 cm and 0.43 cm. When reduced by 1/10, the average deviations reached 1.73 cm and 2.60 cm. There were two main reasons. The first is that the reduction of image resolution led to the increase of deviation in the coordinate registration process, and the second is that the detection error of algorithm increased as the resolution decreased. When reduced by 1/10, the average deviations reached 1.73 cm and 2.60 cm. There were two main reasons. The first is that the reduction of image resolution led to the increase of deviation in the coordinate registration process, and the second is that the detection error of algorithm increased as the resolution decreased. In the automatic navigation of agricultural machinery, the accuracy deviation is generally less than 2 cm [20] . Considering the detection accuracy and detection time, the 735 × 2174 pixels (1/6 of In the automatic navigation of agricultural machinery, the accuracy deviation is generally less than 2 cm [20] . Considering the detection accuracy and detection time, the 735 × 2174 pixels (1/6 of the original image with the resolution of about 6 cm) of the remote sensing image used in this study can be used to detect obstacles, and the average deviations of point I of the six obstacles in the X and Y directions are 0.87 cm and 0.95 cm individually, and the detection time was about 3.1 s.
Conclusions
Based on image processing and template matching technology, an automatic coordinate registration and an obstacle boundary extraction algorithm were designed. The results were compared with those manually completed by ArcGIS software and the following conclusions could be drawn as follows.
(1) The RGB image of farmland in the west area of campus was acquired by using Sony A7RII camera on the eight-rotor UAV. The coordinate registration and obstacle boundary extraction process were completed by using ArcGIS. The average deviation between the geographic coordinates converted from eight landmark registration maps and the actual geographic coordinates converted from longitude to latitude was 4.6 cm in the X direction and 5.7 cm in the Y direction.
(2) The designed algorithm realized the automatic coordinates registration. The average deviation of the geographic coordinates converted from the eight landmark registration maps was 4.6 cm in the X direction and 12.0 cm in the Y direction.
(3) According to the specific situation, the traditional correlation coefficient template matching method was improved, and the image processing time was greatly reduced. Based on this, an automatic extraction algorithm of obstacle boundary was designed. The average deviation between the extracted edge length of obstacles based on template matching method and the actual measured edge length of obstacle was 4.0 cm.
(4) The original image was compressed, and the ratio was 1/2, 1/4, 1/6, 1/8 and 1/10. The image with reduced pixels was matched by correlation coefficient template to extract obstacle boundary. Compared with the original image processing result, it was concluded that when the pixels reached 735 × 2174 (resolution reached 6 cm), the mean deviations of the boundary points I were 0.87 cm and 0.95 cm in X and Y directions, respectively. The whole detection process took about 3.1 s.
In conclusion, the coordinate automatic matching and obstacle boundary automatic extraction algorithm designed in this study can be used to build the basic information acquisition system for navigation in the future, which lays a foundation for the development of path planning and obstacle avoidance functions. The optimal image pixels for obstacle boundary detection proposed in this research after considering detection accuracy and detection time comprehensively provides a theoretical basis for the selection of UAV remote sensing image resolution.
